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Qin Literature of the Wei Jin Six Dynasties 
 II
Abstract 
Guqin originated from the prehistoric legend era, and was a musical instrument 
with the longest history and the highest artistic level. Due to its heavy traditional 
artistic characteristic, it could sufficiently express one nation’s spirit and esthetic 
value. Compared with other traditional classical musical instruments, Guqin owns its 
prominent humanity and abundance in all domains such as social life, history, 
philosophy, literature and etc. 
With more attentions paid to the traditional culture in recent years, the research 
about Guqin has also been deeply developed. However, most of them laid emphases 
in the esthetical analysis instead of the literary angle of view. Actually Guqin has a 
close connection with the literature. Without Chinese literature, Guqin will lose its 
culture deposits. Without Guqin，Chinese Literature will lose its gorgeousness. 
Although there were abundant resources about Guqin in the literature of Wei-Jin times 
and six dynasties, few people paid his attention and did a further systemic study. 
Based on the above statement, this dissertation intercepts the literature in Wei-Jin 
times and Six dynasties, and tries to do some deep research about the relationship 
between Guqin and literature that is Guqin literature in Wei-Jin times and Six 
dynasties. 
The main aim of this dissertation is to collect the resources about Guqin in 
Wei-Jin times and Six dynasties, induce the relative literature works, pursue the 
artistic image, and demonstrate the characteristic of Guqin imago in literature works. 
Then discuss and summarize the effect of literature in Wei-Jin times and Six dynasties 
on Guqin art. Last, reappear the historical status about their mutually pervasion and 
blend. 
In light of the above statement, the dissertation’s structure and the main points 
are as follows: 
Chapter1, briefly introduce the development of Guqin before Tang dynasty, the 
type of Guqin and the popular performers & musics in different history periods, and 
then analyze the change of aesthetic orientation about Guqin art in different 
ideological background.  















literature in Wei-Jin times and Six dynasties, summarize the characteristic of Guqin 
imago through hackling the literature resources about Guqin in Wei-Jin times and Six 
dynasties, and analyzing the artistic art image of Guqin.  
Chapter3, conclude the significance and effect of Wei-Jin times and Six dynasties 
from its historical value, ideology value and artistic value,   
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绪  论 
 1
绪  论 
“高山流水”、“琴棋书画”，这些词语家喻户晓。然琴为何物？众皆茫然。















































































































                                                        
① 参考 http://big51.china.com.cn/chinese/zhuanti/282201.htm  佚名 枯木龙吟——琴制与造琴 中国网， 
2003 年 2 月 25 日 
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